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Rabbi Wexler – Hol HaMoed Sukkot 

 

Moadim L’simha! I hope you and your loved ones are having a wonderful Sukkot; a time filled 

with much joy. I fondly remember a Sukkot song that I learned as a young child in Religious 

School. The chorus went like this: “why tell me abba, why did you goof, why’d you build a 

sukkah with a HOLEY roof!?” I was thinking about this song yesterday as Rabbi Peltz, Cantor 

Cohen, Alex Weinberg, Harriet Baker, and I spent time in the TBS sukkah with the teachers and 

the students in our Rabbi Albert and Sarah Lewis Religious School. Together we shook the arba 

minim (the lulav and etrog) and we learned about the sukkah and the themes of Sukkot. 

 

One of the topics we discussed was the skakh (which happens to be one of the greatest words in 

the Hebrew language). The skakh is the holey roof of the sukkah. Like the rest of the sukkah, 

there are plenty of rules surrounding the skakh. It must be made from materials that have grown 

from the ground, but they must be disconnected from the ground. The skakh must be dense 

enough to provide more shade than sun, but it must also be light enough that rain can penetrate it 

and that one can see the stars through it. Hence the song lyrics: “why’d you build a sukkah with a 

holey roof.” 

 

As I discussed the skakh with the students yesterday, I asked: why would we put up a roof with 

gaps and holes? Why use a roof that doesn’t totally protect us from the rain? We talked about the 

traditional answers. The skakh reminds us of the ananei kavod, the protective clouds of God’s 

glory that accompanied the Israelites during their years of wandering in the wilderness. The 

skakh reminds us of the beauty and fragility of the natural world. And the skakh reminds us of 

when the ancient Israelites lived in sukkot, booths, after being freed from Egypt. It reminds us of 

our freedom and of our obligation to help those less fortunate than ourselves. 

 

Just as we were about to move on, Dalet (4th grade) student, Hayden Dorfman, raised his hand 

and said: “maybe the roof has cracks in order to let God in.” I think my jaw touched the ground. 

Wow. Yes Hayden! Sukkot is an opportunity to let God into our homes and our lives and it starts 

with the sukkah itself. On each night of Sukkot we welcome Ushpizin (guests) into our sukkah. 

We call upon Biblical guests and we reflect on others in our lives, those who are with us and 

those who came before us, that we would like to welcome into our sukkah as well. This Sukkot, 

in thanks in part due to Hayden’s wisdom, I will be thinking about how to welcome God into my 

sukkah as well. And now I feel I finally have the answer to the question of that childhood song: 

“why tell me abba, why did you goof, why’d you build a sukkah with a HOLEY roof!?” 

Obviously, the skakh is no goof. It is an important element of our Sukkot observance, and it is 

also a reminder for us throughout the holiday to seek to let God in. 

 

Shabbat Shalom and Hag Sameah. 


